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For the Greater Good(?): 

State of Wonder, Heart of Darkness, and the Moral Implications of Utilitarian Racism 

Modern readers, almost without exception, agree that Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness 

is a deeply problematic piece of work despite the fact that it is “read by practically every 

freshman as an introduction to great fiction” (Torgovnick 1). Though its influence within the 

literary community cannot be overstated, acts of racism made against the Congolese in favour of 

European aims are prominently displayed within—and never quite excused or explained. 

Marlow, the narrator, glosses over them, displaying at most an unmotivated and nuanced half-

awareness of the extent of British corruption. All the while, his dear aunt (henceforth the Aunt) 

pressures him into seeing the horrible situation as a grand blessing for European initiatives. 

Likewise, in Ann Patchett’s State of Wonder (a modern Conradian derivative), the fictional 

Lakashi tribe of the Amazon is encroached upon in the interests of American research conducted 

by one Dr. Swenson. Swenson believes that her work to develop an anti-malarial vaccine is 

justified at any cost, and, though she lacks the Aunt’s blind enthusiasm, she proceeds similarly in 

justifying the damaging effects of her own personal goals. By examining both the Aunt and Dr. 

Swenson and the utilitarian theory which their belief systems lean upon, I will demonstrate that 

their excuses for the use and abuse of the Congolese and Lakashi peoples are, despite public and 

philosophical support, morally unjust at their core. Furthermore, I will posit that the continuation 
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of such beliefs highlights our failure to learn from Joseph Conrad’s original lesson, as shown by 

the ongoing apathy of our society toward the interests of cultures beyond our own. 

Utilitarianism must be considered as a concept of its own before applying it to our works 

of interest. Simply put, this philosophical view desires to obtain “enduring happiness for a great 

number of people,” preferably the most happiness for the most people at as little as possible a 

cost (Veenhoven 614). The concept originated with Jeremy Bentham’s 1789 work “Introduction 

to Morals and Legislation,” within which he contends that “the moral quality of action should be 

judged by its consequences on human happiness and … that we should aim at the ‘greatest 

happiness for the greatest number’” (qtd. in Veenhoven 606). Happiness he defines as “‘the sum 

of pleasures and pains,’” and the philosophical pursuit of this, dubbed utilitarianism, refers to 

“utility...as contribution to happiness” (606). Furthermore, political utilitarianism holds that this 

aim should govern our development of law and policy as a means to create a society that 

promotes human happiness as a whole (606). This belief is currently so ingrained in our culture 

that it seems more second-nature than philosophy—after all, shouldn’t we desire that the most 

people possible be happy? 

Yet when scrutinized, various objections can be found, and not without merit. 

Implementation can be difficult when resultant levels of happiness are unpredictable—reality 

often disappoints one’s expectations. Morally, one must also separate the illusion of happiness 

from the actual thing being obtained. Above all, one must still manage to pursue one’s own 

happiness without disproportionately harming that of others—even as research suggests that this 

all-consuming quest can “make us less sensitive” to their losses (Veenhoven 606-07). At its core, 

this belief paves the way for abuse to the point that, as Vladislav Valentinov points out, one 

could make a case to give up fundamental human rights in return for economic benefits if the 
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return on happiness outweighed the loss of the right (26). The practice of unfettered 

utilitarianism could, for example, excuse such concepts as slavery (does one slave’s hard work 

benefit ten consumers once the product is released?) and human sacrifice (if five hospital patients 

are waiting for organ transplants, should one unwilling organ donor with the correct blood type 

be coerced into suicide?). As such, utilitarianism risks becoming a slippery slope unless properly 

mitigated. Research indicates that such a “‘conception of justice depends on the willingness of 

individuals to make potentially unlimited sacrifices for one another,’” a practice which is 

difficult to implement on a global scale (Rawls qtd. in Valentinov 27). This difficulty stems from 

the fact that such a practice “‘requires that the members of a society form strong bonds of 

identification, even with those members with whom they have no personal contact or even direct 

knowledge,’” a concept inhibited by our conceptions of ‘otherness’ overall (Rawls qtd. in 

Valentinov 27). In an imperfect world where our concerns are largely centred upon our own 

needs by default and the plights of distant others may not seem as visible, it can be dangerous to 

use the goal of working towards the greater good without considering these implications. Who, 

in essence, decides who deserves to be part of “the greater”? Who decides what is fundamentally 

“good”? And if good comes at the expense of others, can it truly exist? 

With these concerns in mind, we may now consider the circumstances of both the Aunt 

and Dr. Swenson and the motivations which drive them in regard to utilitarian thought. The Aunt 

in Heart of Darkness is a largely non-present character who appears only twice and is mentioned 

four times in all. In fact, she is not even present in the Congo where the bulk of the story takes 

place—yet her intervention in Marlow’s life precipitates his entire journey. Her infectious 

optimism on this topic mirrors the attitudes of many British subjects at the time of such resource 

extraction: that “‘[i]t will be delightful...a glorious idea’” with little thought given to the 
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consequences for non-British subjects (Conrad 74). Her implicit faith in the Company—the 

organization under which Marlow sets off on his journey—shows a trust in a nebulous economic 

power that has echoes of Valentinov’s warning. These echoes find a clearer voice when readers 

realize the extent of the suffering within the Congo’s ivory trade. The Aunt, however, does not 

recognize the inherent cruelty of this practice. In fact, she does not even see it as an economic 

venture, but an attempt to “‘[wean]...ignorant millions from their horrid ways,’” for which 

Marlow will be an “emissary of light” in a place of great darkness (79). To some extent, Marlow 

seems convinced of this as well, insofar as he considers any place under British occupation as a 

place where “some real work is done” (76). 

With this false expectation, Marlow is sent away and the Aunt becomes a distantly 

guiding figure, continuing to shape his fate without needing to be present. When Marlow meets 

the chief of the Inner Station, his Aunt’s influence (via her letters) leads him to be so warmly 

taken in as a member “of the new gang—the gang of virtue,” as he was specially recommended 

for the position (95). Marlow accuses the Chief of having read confidential letters, putting an end 

to the topic, but the attribution applied to Marlow as a virtuous bringer of light goes uncontested, 

though we as readers have just previously witnessed one of many acts of cruelty against the 

Congolese and might wish to critique our protagonist’s apathy (92). Each time our protagonist is 

praised, these cruelties fade into the background, the praise masking the suffering which begets 

it. One slave, for example, is publicly beaten into an untimely demise just prior to Marlow’s 

meeting, but his suffering fails to garner any recognition from the characters or narrator. As the 

pain of this unnamed ‘other’ goes against Marlow’s light-bringer narrative, its impact is pushed 

out of focus quickly—perhaps because the slave has stepped out of his “place” and 

inconvenienced European ideals, as Chinua Achebe might assert (5). 
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Marlow’s own grappling with this concept of place and justified injustice continues over 

time in a way that seems disconnected from the outside world. The Aunt is mentioned only once 

more, near the end of the novel after Marlow has returned from the horrors of his mission. Her 

actions and sentiments in this final encounter exemplify her lack of change (and, thus, that of 

Britain symbolically) in the face of her nephew’s suffering. Due to “[t]he horror” that he has 

faced, Marlow struggles to readjust to his regular life (Conrad 148). His Aunt’s response is 

unhelpful and frustrating. As he describes it, “My dear Aunt’s endeavours to ‘nurse up my 

strength’ seemed altogether beside the mark. It was not my strength that wanted nursing, it was 

my imagination that wanted soothing” (150). While Marlow asserts his Aunt is doing her best for 

him and that it was his attitude that was inexcusable, I am inclined to disagree. His mind is not 

being soothed as he desires, nor is she trying to soothe it; instead, she is attempting to improve 

his corporeal strength so that he may continue his perceived mission. She does not seek to heal 

his psychological wounds or legitimize his new and difficult truths about the Company—only to 

prop him up physically so that he will, once more, carry out his imperialistic purposes. Just like 

that, Marlow himself becomes as much a casualty of British imperialism as the fabled Kurtz, 

broken and tossed aside on the path to the greater good which, he has seen, is not the greater 

good at all. Yet his dear Aunt remains ever blinded to the true darkness of imperialism, oblivious 

to “how such remorselessly selfish and narrow interests—patriotism, chauvinism, ethnic, 

religious, and racial hatreds—can in fact lead to mass destructiveness” (Said 1). Marlow, on the 

other hand, becomes enlightened to the truth of the ivory trade, but does not become the bringer 

of enlightenment as hoped; ultimately, we find him “telling his story to a group of British 

listeners,” unmoved by his accounts of Congolese suffering, while “the almost oppressive force 

of [his] narrative leaves us with a quite accurate sense that there is no way out of the sovereign 
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historical force of imperialism” (3). As Said describes it, this narrative gives the impression “of a 

system representing as well as speaking for everything within its dominion,” a system in which 

no dissenters have a voice (3). 

With this, we turn to Annick Swenson, the lead researcher in State of Wonder, who may 

not be as open and excited about her work as the Aunt is about Marlow’s, though their attitudes 

remain remarkably similar. Like the Aunt, she remains convinced of the importance of her own 

personal purpose, to the point where she opts to neglect the world around her. When she 

describes how she came to be known as a doctor by local Indigenous groups, she makes a 

pointed attempt to identify an early act of saving a young girl with a machete wound as a “‘fatal 

mistake’”—that is to say, detrimental to her career, as her skills began to bring forth other 

patients whose treatment would take up her time (Patchett 162). Marina, the protagonist of State 

of Wonder and a pharmacologist sent to monitor the progress of Dr. Swenson’s research, needles 

her on this topic, shocked that Dr. Swenson would imply that her assistance to an injured child 

would not be worth the inconvenience. Here, Dr. Swenson’s argument shifts to a grander 

philosophical view: that there was “‘an order...in place’” which her actions disrespected, which 

in turn invalidated local healers and led to an over-reliance on her own (temporally limited) skills 

as a resource (163-65). But this assertion, though potentially noble on the surface, grows thin 

when one considers how strongly the impact of her presence has affected the local population 

regardless of her attempts to remain distant. She has exposed them to a new culture, new 

dangers, and new responsibilities. Moreover, the Lakashi are being actively experimented upon 

without compensation, as well as being put at risk of being discovered and moved in upon by 

other researchers. To say that she is respecting the natural order of their lifestyle is fallacious 

from the onset! 
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Yet perhaps most upsetting about this claim to distance is her inherent dismissal of Easter 

and his contribution to her work as a “‘deaf child left off for [her] to deal with’” (Patchett 162). 

Marina immediately picks up on this as unfair, for Easter “had gotten her to town...had ferried 

her guest to the restaurant...loaded the boxes on the boat and steered the boat through the river” 

all seemingly without credit (162). This dismissal of Easter’s character comes strangely close to 

the Aunt’s proclamation of Marlow as “‘weaning those ignorant millions from their horrid 

ways’” (Conrad 79). Both Indigenous groups become systematically devalued by claims made 

against their self-reliance as people; through this language, they are shaped into tools to 

perpetuate the very powers which oppress them. Easter, seen as even less self-reliant for his 

disability and given no credit to his personal agency as a result, suffers doubly from this 

dismissal. 

Dr. Swenson's justifications, or what remains of them, fall to pieces over the course of the 

novel even despite these initial concerns. Her belief in non-intervention is shown to have limits 

when a Lakashi woman requires a C-section during birthing complications, which she insists 

Marina involve herself in because the actual doctor has come down with malaria (Patchett 273). 

(This, upon re-reading, is suspicious in and of itself considering Dr. Swenson’s ongoing 

experiments in this area and her sudden willingness to “intervene” and investigate his fever.) 

Then one must consider the remarkably boldfaced prioritization of Dr. Swenson’s own comfort 

over the Lakashi woman’s when procedures are considered, with the former saving a bag of 

Versed—a sedative used only “‘for special occasions’” (310)—while the latter is given only 

ketamine (279). Finally, near the close of the novel, her ultimate disregard for Indigenous 

peoples is revealed when she tells Marina the truth about Easter—that he was brought by the 

Hummocca to be healed and, when they returned too soon for him to be transported back, she 
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falsified his death and kept him as her own (345-46). At this point, the racism clearly shines 

through the front of her stated intentions. “‘He was sick for a month,’” she tells Marina, followed 

by such justifications as, “‘By the time I brought him back they would have forgotten about 

him,’” “‘He was Easter even then,’” and, “‘After a month of [caring for him] you really think 

you would have taken him back to the cannibals?’” (346). Dr. Swenson’s wanton disregard for 

the pain that her decision caused Easter’s parents is evident, as it was later evident that his true 

parents did mourn his loss (340). To describe the boy as “‘Easter even then’” rings hollow when 

describing a child who previously would have had another name and life altogether, just one 

outside of the grasp of her linguistic understanding (346). And the use of the word cannibals to 

describe Easter's family, while not only irrelevant to their discussion, recalls the sort of beliefs 

espoused in Heart of Darkness. Just as Conrad “might not exactly admire savages...but they at 

least have the merit of being in their place,” the Hummocca are treated with a surface-level 

respect until the moment that Dr. Swenson’s own narrative is inconvenienced, at which point she 

scrutinizes and misrepresents them (Achebe 4). This attempt at dehumanization by Dr. Swenson 

is all that she can turn to once she realizes that there are no selfless reasons left to justify her 

actions. In fact, her accusations of the Hummocca as cruel cannibals are shown to be flimsy 

when discussed by the other researchers earlier on in the novel, pointing to the cannibalistic 

preconceptions surrounding the tribe to be outdated and overblown (234). Powerless, Dr. 

Swenson can only insist that Easter was hers, as though her lies and lack of guilt could earn her a 

claim to another woman’s child. 

At this point, two main issues are brought into focus. Our first problem comes in 

recognizing that all of the justifications for Dr. Swenson’s project—and the complicated ethical 

issues which arise from it—stem from her unsupported belief that it is morally justified to take 
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advantage of the Lakashi tribe (and others along the way) in order to create an anti-malarial 

vaccine. When she attempts to explain the importance of the vaccine to Marina while asking her 

help in deceiving Mr. Fox about its true nature, Dr. Swenson says that she doesn’t “‘see any 

harm in making an American pharmaceutical company pay for a vaccination that will have 

enormous benefits to human health’” (Patchett 288).  Especially as those who require such a 

vaccine would have trouble affording it, she considers this a noble public service. However, her 

phrasing implies that there is no cost to anyone but Vogel, her company, in the course of her 

research. She fails to consider the impact on the surrounding environment, especially in regard to 

the Indigenous populations’ uses for it. Aside from the inherent risk of the Lakashi’s 

reproductive secret being revealed and causing an influx of medical tourism, there is also the 

issue of what Veronica Davidov refers to as “the pharmacopia narrative” (258). This belief 

system “construct[s] the Amazon as a globalized and, consequently, de-nationalized space” that 

is proverbially up-for-grabs in terms of raw resources; regardless of who might actually exist 

within the territory being prospected, it takes advantage of Western notions of “‘otherness’” to 

excuse what would otherwise be considered thievery (244-45). Under this justification, the 

Amazon is labelled the “‘lungs of the world’” and seen as a high-risk, high-opportunity area for 

research—one which automatically merits particular (sometimes controlling) protection from 

Western sources (245). It becomes all too simple, with a dash of infantilization and racism, to 

paint its inhabitants as “either too ‘primitive’ or too ‘pure’ for capitalist concepts like intellectual 

property...[and who] would like nothing more than to share their organic wisdom with the 

misled, industrialized West” (245). As Gina Wisker puts it, through Dr. Swenson’s continued 

insistence that her work is for the greater good, “Patchett’s work problematizes some of the 

capitalist US’s relationships with the people from whom such knowledge, practice, and resources 
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come” (423). Dr. Swenson does not consider that the Lakashi have no inherent interest in sharing 

their flora with the world, let alone their own personal medical data, while they fail to be 

included under the umbrella of benefitted world health to which she aspires. After all, the tribe 

had a malaria inoculation long before she came along and, if not for her interference and the 

danger that it brings to their territory, would likely continue to have one in perpetuity. As a 

result, Dr. Swenson’s aims of global improvement completely discount the interests of the 

Lakashi as an autonomous people. Implicitly, they are seen as a secondary concern, to be brought 

up only when convenient and otherwise unworthy of the benefits of her research (and, seen in 

this light, her stance on “non-intervention” becomes even less justifiable). 

Our second issue is directly linked to this mindset—for, as is inherent in most 

preconceived standards of “otherness,” Dr. Swenson considers her non-American test subjects 

overall to merit a lower standard of care and autonomy. Most glaringly, they are not given any 

information on their usage as malaria subjects, resulting in a lack of proper consent during 

testing. Patients in a similar position in the West would have to be fully informed of the risks and 

benefits before participating in such a trial, not to mention adequately compensated for it. Dr. 

Swenson demonstrates hypocrisy in this regard when she consents to her own test pregnancy; 

with the double standard lost on her, she props up her own false nobility to Marina, stating, 

“‘How quickly we put our medical ethics aside. I developed this drug. If I believe in it, and 

clearly I do, then I should be willing to test it on myself’” (247). Yet when it comes to exposing 

the Lakashi to malaria to test the preventative effects of the Martins, these same ethics are 

seemingly no longer required, which sets a disturbing precedent. After all, how can the Lakashi 

“believe” in a drug that has not been explained to them and does not benefit them in the least?  
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This attitude, when accompanied with her earlier unfounded attitude towards the 

Hummocca, provides a glimpse into Dr. Swenson’s poor view of Indigenous populations in 

general and the human rights that she believes they ought to merit. Even Marina, arguably the 

most objective character of the novel, participates in the testing despite these ethical concerns. 

She finds the Lakashi people and their language as inscrutable as Marlow once found the 

Congolese, and her main interactions with the tribe are filtered through Easter, a deaf and mute 

character (whose placement in this role may very well symbolize the Indigenous voices muted by 

her presence and inconsideration). She also shows a Conradian concern with becoming, 

metaphorically and literally, too dark as she travels: “[T]here was only so much that sunblock 

could do. As careful as she had tried to be she was as dark as the natives now. Her own mother 

wouldn’t recognize her” (Patchett 228). Similarly, Wisker points out that Marina “imagines that 

‘every insect in the Amazon lifted its head from the leaf it was masticating and turned a slender 

antenna in her direction’” upon her arrival, thus revealing what she calls “the traveler’s view of 

difference” (424). Such instances serve as indications of Marina’s own self-importance—as 

though every creature in the jungle might be interested in her presence in particular, or that the 

colour of her skin is important to preserve as a subtle barrier between herself and the Indigenous 

populations around her. Ultimately, just as Marlow is encouraged by his Aunt to consider 

himself above others, so too does Dr. Swenson encourage a sense of superiority in Marina. Each 

mentor spreads her own brand of darkness, whether it be religious or political. 

At the heart of both of these troubled mentors’ narratives lies a desire to support a biased 

conception of the greater good, whether without recognition of its flaws or entirely unwilling to 

reflect on or repent for one’s own wrongdoing. In the end it is clear, as Achebe asserts, that 

“[Conrad’s] heart of darkness plagues us still” over a century after its writing (10); despite all of 
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our literary critique and debate, themes which have emerged in State of Wonder cast our notions 

of progress in a dim and uncertain light. Studying subtle racism in literature is important, 

especially in an era of increasing globalization and inter-cultural contact, if only to remind 

ourselves that it is still going on and “expose the rotten Western attitudes...[and] colonialist 

rhetoric” which lurk beneath the surface (Torgovnick 3). Scientists like Dr. Swenson still exist in 

our modern world, taking advantage of non-fictional Indigenous populations for resources, just 

as real-life versions of the Aunt still encourage religiously guided imperialistic under the guise of 

charity. The society which has birthed State of Wonder, therefore, needs just as hard a look in the 

mirror as its predecessor before it professes to know better, or indeed, to have found the true road 

to universal happiness. 
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